Functional Data Analysis is a relatively new branch of Statistics devoted to describe and model data that are complete functions. Many relevant aspects of musical performance and perception can be understood and quantified as dynamic processes evolving as functions of time. In this paper we show that Functional Data Analysis is a well suited statistical methodology for researching in the field of objective musical performance analysis. To demonstrate this suitability we consider tempo data for 28 performances of Schumann's Träumerei and analyze them with functional principal component analysis (one of the most powerful descriptive tools included in Functional Data Analysis). We conclude that considering musical data as functional data reveals performance structures that otherwise could go unnoticed.
Introduction
Music can be defined as the art of arranging sequences of sounds pleasantly in time to arouse emotion. The dynamic character is an inherent feature of music: performance as well as music perception are time-dependent (or time evolving) abstract processes. Vines et al. (2005) used the term "musical dynamics" (borrowed from Jones, cited in Vines et al. 2005) to span all time dependent processes in music. They mention fluctuations in tempo or in loudness in musical performance, or human participants' dynamic reactions to musical stimuli as examples of musical dynamics. As these authors point out, Functional Data Analysis (FDA) is a particularly well suited tool-box to analyze the aspects of music that can be represented as continuous measures smoothly evolving on time. FDA (see the monograph Ramsay and Silverman 2005 and other references that we are introducing in Section 2) is the generic name for the statistical techniques recently developed to describe and model situations where a complete function is observed for each individual which constitutes a random sample. In their work, Vines et al. (2005) focus attention on participants' tension judgements continuously registered during they were presented with a music piece performance.
In this paper we introduce FDA as a statistical framework for research in the field of objective musical performance analysis (see Repp 1992 or Gabrielsson 2003 .
There are two basic aspects of music performance analysis: Normative (commonality) and individual (diversity) performance characteristics. The normative characteristics are specified in the score, as for example a ritardando or fermata, and are common for every performer, but also include general (possibly unconscious) unwritten rules that all or most performers adhere to. In this sense, Widmer et al. (2003) provide examples showing that inductive rule-learning algorithms (coming from Artificial Intelligence) are able to detect and predict general accepted norms of musical performance. Beyond the normative aspects, the musician can play a score with his or her personal style, even the normative score indications can be performed in a slightly different ways. This is what makes music performance an art.
The performance style is characterized by the rhythmic structure (tempo and timing), intensity (loudness) and articulation (the way in which contiguous notes are connected). The music performance characteristics can also be divided in two groups: local and global. Global characteristics affect the performance of the whole piece and can be detected when the piece is listened all the way through, as for example the global tempo or the final ritardando (it is necessary to listen the whole piece to perceive that the notes of the final ritardando are played slower than the rest of the piece). Local characteristics affect only a small part of the score, as for example the ritardando at the end of a phrase, or a more local one: the rubato in the arpeggi (described below).
The central goal of this paper is to show that FDA is a useful methodology to statistically analyze music performance. We focus on rhythmic structure because of data availability (see Section 4), but other musical dynamical parameters can be studied in a similar way. The main analytical tool we use is functional principal component analysis (see Section 2.1 for more details). This technique is well suited to describe diversity in performance characteristics. The raw data (Repp 1992) we use as point of departure for our analysis are time measures at note-level, what make possible the study of local performance characteristics. At the same time, the FDA framework allows us to represent every whole performance as a function (a single datum in FDA). Therefore our approach is also able to analyze global characteristics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces FDA and FPCA. Then Section 3 presents the piece Schumann's Träumerei, that we use as case study throughout the paper. The Repp's tempo data on Schumann's Träumerei (Repp 1992) are described in Section 4, as well as how they are transformed into functional data by smoothing techniques. The application of FPCA in performance analysis for this piece is detailed in Section 5, what also includes a cluster analysis resulting from FPCA as a by-product. The paper ends with some conclusions summarized in Section 6.
Functional Data Analysis (FDA)
Observing and saving complete functions as results of random experiments is nowadays possible by the development of real-time measurement instruments and data storage resources. For instance, continuous-time clinical monitoring is a common practice today. Ramsay and Silverman (2005) express it saying that random functions are the statistical atoms in these cases. Functional Data Analysis (FDA) deals with the statistical description and modeling of samples of random functions. Functional versions for a wide range of statistical tools (ranging from exploratory and descriptive data analysis to linear models to multivariate techniques) have been recently developed. Others techniques are specific of FDA, because they exploit the functional nature of this kind of data: principal differential analysis is a kind of principal component analysis made on the derivatives of the observed functions; registration is a pre-process step where a change of variable is done in each observed function in order to made them as similar as possible. See Ramsay and Silverman (2005) for a general perspective on FDA and Ferraty and Vieu (2006) for a nonparametric approach. Ramsay and Silverman (2002) present applications of FDA to a wide range of problems and disciplines. Special issues recently dedicated to this topic by several journals (Davidian et al. 2004 , González-Manteiga and Vieu 2007 , Valderrama 2007 ) bear witness to the interest for this topic in the Statistics community.
It is well worthwhile noting that random functions can also be obtained from standard random samples, by the application of non-parametric curve estimation methods. For instance, Kneip and Utikal (2001) use non-parametric density estimation methods to obtain annual income densities allowing them to study the temporal evolution of income density functions in United Kingdom from 1968 to 1988. The most frequent situation, however, is that of having observations densely sampled over time, space or other continuous parameter spaces. In these situations interpolation techniques (if the underlying sampled functions are smooth and there is no sampling noise) or smoothing methods (in other cases) allow us to transform the discrete observations to continuous functional objects.
A non-technical introduction to FDA can be found in Levitin et al. (2007) which is illustrated with the musical application presented in Vines et al. (2005) that, as far as we know, is the only existing work applying FDA methodology to the analysis of musical data. Ferraty and Vieu (2006) 
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was minimum. Moreover, the functions g 1 , . . . , g q are asked to be orthonormal:
I g i (s)g j (s)ds is equal to 0 if i = j and equal to 1 if i = j. In other words, we are looking for a representation of functional data in a q-dimensional space (that spanned by the functions g 1 (·), . . . , g q (·)):
It can be proven that the principal functions are eigen-functions of the sampling covariance operator:
where
and that
Coefficient ψ ij is the score of the observation i on the j-th principal component. The numbers λ 1 , . . . , λ q , known as eigen-values, are sorted in decreasing order and they are proportional to the proportion of total variability explained by the corresponding principal functions. A way to interpret the meaning of the principal component functions is that they represent the main variation modes of the observed functions around the global mean function. The mean functionf represents what is common to all the data (commonality, if we are thinking on music performance), the centered functions (f i −f ) account for individual differences (diversity) and the principal component functions summarize what is common in the way individual are diverse.
There are different approaches to solve equation (1) in practice. Ramsay and Silverman (2005) propose to express observed functions as linear combinations of B-splines functions forming an approximate base of L 2 (I). This way equation (1) can be re-expressed as a matrix equation to be solved by standard methods.
A different solution is suggested by Kneip and Utikal (2001) . Once the original functions have been properly smoothed (if required), the centered functions are evaluated in a fine grid of evenly spaced points of I: s 1 = a, . . . , s M = b. Let F be the n × M the resulting data matrix. It can be proven that for large values of M the solutions of (1) can be derived from eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M · M T or M T · M , the last one having the advantage of having dimension n × n, what is very convenient given that usually n << M . We follow this approach in Section 5.
The piece: Schumann's Träumerei
Schumann's Träumerei op.15/7 is the seventh piece of the album Kinderszenen, composed by Robert Schumann in 1838 when he was secretly engaged with Clara Wieck (who became later his wife, Clara Schumann). The score is shown in Figure 1 . The album, where Träumerei is the most known piece, is a representative sample of the Romantic period characterized by its musical expressiveness, subjectivity and psychological nuances of a state of mind. Träumerei is formed by three phrases of 8-bar length in a ternary form: A B A'. The first one (A) should be repeated by score indications. The last one (A') is very similar to the first (A) but changing the last bars of the phrase to give a conclusive sense to the whole piece. Each phrase is composed by two periods of four bars, and all of them have a very similar rhythmic structure.
Music is generally formed by moments of tension and relaxation, and in the romanticism style the clear emphasis of movement from relaxation to tension moments (and the other way round) plays an important role in the performance. Träumerei begins with a relaxed state and the moment of maximum tension is in phrase B (B-flat note in the upper voice in bar 14) and then relax again until arrive to the end of the piece. The same pattern relax-tension-relax is reproduced with less emphasis within each period of each phrase. Some other normative aspects in the performance of this piece are:
(1) There is no indication in the score about the repetition of the phrase A, so it is expected to be rhythmically performed twice in a very similar way.
(2) At the end of each phrase there is a ritardando (intentional slowing of tempo), and the final ritardando is the largest one (it involves more notes and greater slowing tempo). The ritardando at the end of phrase B is located just after the moment of maximum tension, and clearly moving to a relaxed phrase A'. So it is expected to find differences in the performance of ritardando in phrases A and B.
(3) In bar number 22 there is a fermata indicating that this note has to be played longer. (4) Apart from the explicit instructions on the score some other performance techniques are implicit and commonly accepted by musicians, as the rubato: a specific accelerando-ritardando rhythmic shape. In this score it is generally accepted a rubato involving the six notes arpeggi: five eighth-notes that ascend in increasingly larger pitch steps to a final note. This melodic gesture is located in the last three eighth-note of the second bar and two first eighth-note and its following one of the third bar of every period.
Träumerei has a very regular (and simple) musical form, and its main interest lies in its ability to allow preformers to exhibit expressiveness. Therefore, it permits a high level of freedom in individual performance beyond the normative aspect.
The Repp's tempo data on Schumann's Träumerei
The analyzed data were kindly provided by Bruno H. Repp (see Repp 1992 for a detailed description). They comprise the duration, in milliseconds, of each note of the melody. Grace notes were omitted. Measurement process consisted on calculating difference of time between two consecutive notes onset (IOI: interonset intervals) using a waveform editing program. Some measurement error is assumed. Notes were divided in eighth-note length, so IOIs longer than a nominal eighthnote in the score were divided into IOIs of equal duration. Given that measures were done through IOIs, the last note has no corresponding measure A complete performance thus yielded 253 eighth-note for each performance.
Data includes 28 different interpretations of the Schumann's Träumerei performed by 24 prominent pianists (Table 1) . Two of these artists (Cortot and Horowitz) are represented by three different recordings each. There are two interpretations (F. Davies and A. Krust) where in their recordings was not repeated the first phrase A, and in the data file appears repeated twice the values of the A phrase performance. Therefore, data consist on a 28×253 matrix, where each row corresponds to a performance and the n-th column gives the duration in millisecond of the n-th eighth-note of the score.
Previous studies analyzed this data in different ways. Repp (1992) studied microstructures performances within the piece and analyzed commonality and diversity using PCA and cluster analysis on multivariate data consisting in short fragments of the raw data previously described. Repp (1995) added 10 piano student performances (three performance each) and compare the student performances with the professional ones. Repp (1996) added information about dynamics (pitch intensity) focusing on the student performances recorded in 1995. All these Repp's papers analyzed each note as one different variable.
Beran and Mazzola (1999a) developed a software (RUBATO) for analyzing a score using explicit rules, derived from general music theory and practice, and for transforming the results into numerical weights: each note in the score can be assigned a weight that measures its metric, harmonic or melodic importance respectively. The purpose of the paper was to introduce a statistical approach to the analysis of metric, melodic and harmonic structures of a score and their influence on musical performance. This statistical approach is very close to the functional data concept, but no FDA techniques were applied there. Beran and Mazzola (1999b) developed the Hierarchical Smoothing Model. Vines et al. (2005) mention the possibility of analyzing music performance with FDA techniques. For music perception analysis they introduce some concepts (like velocity and acceleration functions) that are related with other functions used by us (see bellow our definition of slowness and deceleration functions). In a final note, they pointed out the possibility of carrying out their type of analysis with the Träumerei Repp's data. We would like to remark that the first version of the present paper (Almansa 2005) was contemporary with Vines et al. (2005) , and that this work was unknown for us at that time.
Creating functional data
The original data, forming a 28×253 data matrix, have not a functional form. They just give the duration of each eighth-note of the score for each pianist performance. The way we transformed these data into functional data was as follows. For each performance we compute a function giving the elapsed time t (in millisecond units) of performance from the beginning up to any given position s (in eighth-note units) in the score. The estimation of this function is done just by cumulating the original performance times (Figure 2 ). Note that now this data has a continuous sense, for any non-integer s ∈ [1, 253] it is possible to estimate (by linear interpolation, for instance) the corresponding real time t. We can denote this function by t(s). These functions are very similar among all the performances and peculiarities among pianists can hardly be found. The inverse of these cumulative functions (namely s(t)) are position functions: given a real time t they return what position of the score s is playing the pianist at t. Applying basic notions of physics we can compute the velocity (v(t)) and acceleration (a(t)) functions from the position function (first and second derivatives:
. These new functions (velocity and acceleration) are more meaningful than position, and can discriminate better the performances (Vines et al. 2005 ).
Our option is to work with the cumulative functions t(s) as the raw functional data. The main advantage of working with t(s) is that this way all the observed functions (t i (s), i = 1, . . . , n) has a common support ([1, 253] ). This is not the case when using position functions s(t) because different performances have different duration. Having a common support is very convenient to compare different functions and to relate their values directly to the score. We call the function t(s) the elapsed-time, its first derivative w(s) = t (s) is the slowness and its second derivative d(s) = w (s) = t (s) is the deceleration. Taking into account that s(t) and t(s) are inverse functions (s(t(s)) = s and t(s(t)) = t), it is easy to prove the following relations,
that can help to interpret results expressed in terms of slowness and deceleration. For instance, higher values in the slowness function around a score position s mean that the note placed in s takes more time to be played and consequently its real velocity is lower. Although slowness and deceleration functions were both estimated, in the analyses presented below slowness functions were mainly used.
Non-parametric adequacy
Smoothed elapsed-time functions and its first and second derivatives were estimated from the elapsed-time raw functions through a non-parametric regression method. The choice of non-parametric estimation methodology has several advantages. First, the performance of a musical piece will not be well fitted by a function expressed in a closed parametric form, because within a single performance there is so much variability and tendency changes that it is impossible to explain it through a specific parametric expression. Second, the adjustment of a non-parametric model for smoothing is preferable to the interpolation because observed values are measured with error; in addition, a musician will never play twice equally the same piece, but the trend is to do it within the same style, so we have a sample of how a pianist interprets a piece and it makes sense to make inference about it, instead of taking it as an exact value. And thirdly, in music what is played at any particular time is strongly determined by what was played before, and what is going to be played later on: the execution of a note is determined by the musical context in which it is involved. (Vines et al. 2005 talk about "the effect of temporal context in music -what has played before and what is about to play") Therefore, it makes perfect sense to estimate the value of a note using the values of the notes next to it.
At this point it is worth citing Langner and Goebl (2003) , where a visualizing technique for expressive preformance is introduced. They extract tempo and loudness information (as functions of time) from MIDI instruments or audio recordings, then they smooth the data by computing local means (that is equivalent to Nadaraja-Watson non-parametric regression; see Fan and Gijbels 1996) and finally display the smoothed data in a two-dimensional space (loudness agains tempo) as animation over time: a red dot moves in synchrony with the music leaving behind it a trajectory vanishing over time. These ideas have been implemented in a visualization program called performance worm (Dixon et al. 2002) . Observe that the smoothed loudness and tempo functions (depending on time) are an example of a two-dimensional functional data, and that FDA techniques could enhance the visualization capabilities of performance worms for analyzing musical performance.
Function estimation
Smoothed elapsed-time, slowness and deceleration functions were estimated through local polynomial regression (see, e.g., Fan and Gijbels 1996) . The general idea is to fit a polynomial regression of degree p to the data (s j , t ij ), j = 1, . . . , 253, (corresponding to i-th performance) locally around a specific point s ∈ [1, 253], giving higher weight to nearby s points and lower to more distant ones. Based on this estimated polynomial function a response value is predicted for s. By repeating this process for a dense grid of points s in [1, 253] the estimated functiont i (s) is obtained. The weights of neighbor observations s j is chosen to be proportional to K((s − s j )/h), where K is a positive symmetric function non-increasing on [0, ∞) known as kernel, and h > 0 is a smoothing parameter (larger values of h correspond to smoother estimated functions) called bandwidth. The bandwidth choice is a crucial step in all non-parametric smoothing techniques. Here we choose the bandwidth automatically following the rule of thumb proposed Fan and Gijbels (1996) in order to optimize the estimation of derivative functions.
One disadvantage of the non-parametric regression is the estimation in the boundaries of the interval I = [1, 253] where functions are defined. Because of this effect the end of every performance is overestimated (the functions here are not so smooth as in the rest of interval). As the components of a FPCA analysis As an example, Figure 3 shows the original data and the estimated slowness function for performers DAV and ESC. Figure 4 shows the mean (accounting for performances communality) and the standard deviation of the 28 estimated functions. At the end of each period there is a slowing in the tempo performance, being more evident in phrase B and at the end of the piece. The largest variability remains in the final part of the piece. The fermata and the end of phrase B also have high variability among the 28 performances.
The phase-plane plot, as explained in Vines et al. (2005) and in Ramsay and Silverman (2002) , plots the second derivative function against the first derivative. Pure oscillatory function yields to a circular phase-plane plot. In Figure 5 the mean deceleration function against the mean slowness function are shown, as a complementary way of describing performances commonality. The mean slowness function is centred in order to have zero-mean. The plot is divided by phrases to facilitate the interpretation. Phrases A and rep-A are very similar, only significantly differing at the beginning of the phrase, where phrase A has great changes in the deceleration function, but this is produced by the boundary estimation bias. So we can consider that the global mean performance of phrase A and its repetition are equally performed. First and second period of phrase A follow the same flat-shape structure, (an oscillatory movement with little changes in the deceleration) but in the second period there is a larger velocity variation. At the end of the first period and in the arpeggi of the second period (eighth-notes 32 to 42 for phrase A, and 96 to 106 for rep-A) there is a vertical ellipse shape showing rapid changes in the deceleration function. This is clearly a rubato. Phrase B has a different structure compared with A, both periods have a very similar oscillatory shape where the end of both periods has remarkable slower timings. The end of the second period (end of phrase B) is remarkably slower than the end of the first period. First period of phrase A' has similar shape than first period of phrase B but with slower velocity, relaxing the tension created in phrase B. Around the fermata (bar with notes 234 to 242) there is a rapid change in in the deceleration function, and then the piece ends with an exaggerated deceleration timing.
Performance analysis by FPCA
Standardized and non-standardized FPCA was conducted. The non-standardized analysis uses the covariance operator (Γ n (s, t), defined in Section 2.1) and common performance patterns will arise, because long notes (i.e.: fermata, ritardandos) and those most characteristic parts of the piece (i.e. end of phrases) have the largest variance. The standardized FPCA uses the correlation operator (ρ n (s, t) = Γ n (s, t)/ Γ n (s, s)Γ n (t, t)). The use of standardized FPCA favors that individual performance patterns arise because now all score positions s ∈ [1, 253] has equal (unite) variance. Principal components are a scalar product between original data and eigen-function. So time-points with large values in the eigen-function indicates these notes involved have great importance in the principal component. Another graphical way to interpret the principal components is to sum and subtract from the grand mean the eigen-function multiplied by an appropriate constant. This gives us an idea of how the performance pattern differs from the mean for performances that have significant positive or negative values in the principal components (looking at score parts where the shifted mean function is above or below the original mean function and where the maxima and minima values are). Principal components show several independent (orthogonal) performance patterns in a decreasing order of importance. The first component usually gives information about global performance characteristics and the following ones explain more local characteristics. It is convenient to remember that principal component functions summarize what have in common the ways the observed performances move away from the global mean.
Non-standardized FPCA
The first component (Figures 6 and 8) is a size component showing that the main variation characteristic of the piece performance is the global tempo. It explains 60.3% of the whole variability. The performances with most negative value in the first principal components are ESC, CAT and BUN. These are the slowest performances and the fastest ones correspond to CO2 and DAV.
The second component (20.02% of total variability; see Figures 7 and 8) shows the contrast between the global tempo and the final tempo. This means that this component separate relatively fast performances will perform slower the end of the piece (the final ritardando, after the fermata) from other with opposite properties. This makes sense because a fast tempo produces more tension and needs more time to obtain a relax sensation at the end of the piece. The performances that make more contrast between the global tempo and the tempo at the end of the piece (with large positive value in the second component) are ORT and BUN, and the most homogeneous ones in the final tempo are ARG, CAP, NEY, KLI and ESC. So, we can describe BUN as a lower tempo performance with great tempo-contrast at the end of the piece (even lower). The third component (5.00% of total variability; see Figure 7 ) shows a pattern where faster performance of phrases A and B contrast with slower tempo at the end of phrase B and the fermata (but not in the final ritardando). Performers that make larger this constrast are ASH, KAT and ARG.
Fourth component (4.53% of total variability; see Figure 7 ) emphasizes the mean rhythmic pattern where there is a slowing tempo in the half of each period and accelerate until the end of the period. Negative component values means more emphasis within periods rhythm (CO1, CUB, CAP) and positive values means more homogeneous performances in the rhythmic of periods (HO3, KLI, BRE).
Fifth component (2.18% of total variability; see Figure 7 ) shows a different oscillatory pattern in the periods of A-phrases' performance. Performances with high positive values in this component (ARG, HO1) are characterized by accelerating the tempo until the end of the arpeggi then decelerating until the half-note in the last bar of the period and finally accelerating again towards the next period. In contrast negative values (DEM, ASH, SHE) are characterized by the opposite style: decelerating in the arpeggi, accelerating in the next notes until the last bar of the period and then decelerating in the entrance to the next period). The latter also have a slower tempo in the fermata, but faster at the final of phrase B. It can be said that the oscillations in the fifth component are shifted half a bar from the global mean. standardized FPCA the final ritardando is not so differentiated. In this component BUN is not so well represented, in comparison with the non-standardized first component, because the notes where BUN tended to play longer are also the notes where all the performers played longer as well. Second component is very similar to the fourth one in the non-standardized analysis (except that the fermata is not now a discriminant note). Fifth component is also very similar to the fifth one in the non-standardized analysis. So these both performance patterns within each period are very characteristic in this piece.
In the third component those with positive value (BUN, KAT, ORT) follow the mean rhythmic pattern with a bit more emphasis -generally playing longer the longer notes (i.e. ritardandos) and faster the fastest ones. But in the negative side (NEY, MOI) there is a differentiated performance in the two periods of A phrases: in the first period accelerating in the arpeggi and then decelerating, but in the second period decelerating in the arpeggi and accelerating after it; these pianinst also perform faster the end of phrase B and most of phrase A'.
Fourth factor pattern have two rhythmic change-points: the end of the first period in the A-repetition phrase, and the fermata. Performances with positive component (ARG) tend to be faster from the beginning to the end of A-repetition's first period, then go slower until the fermata and play the end of the piece significantly faster. In the negative component side BUN is the most representative pianist; he tends to play faster second half of A-repetition and B phrases.
We have found eight meaningful components, although the last ones have a more complex interpretation (see Figure 11 ). For example, pianists in the negative side of the eighth component (ARR,BRE,,ARG) perform slower the end of phrases A and rep-A and are more expressive in the first period of B and A'. In the positive component side (KAT, ZAK) pianists perform faster the end of A phrases and have more homogeneous timing in phrase B but slightly slower fermata. Inside phrase A and A' an oscillatory movement similar to the fifth component (but not so remarked) appears. Eighth component differs from the fifth component in the phrase A' which does not follow the same structure as A and rep-A.
Deceleration
Deceleration functions (second derivatives of elapsed-time functions) were also computed, though were not analyzed as deeply as slowness functions. Looking at the non-standardized FPCA, first principal function clearly explains a deceleration in the final ritardando, and the second principal function shows the deceleration pattern at the end of each phrase and the fermata, and the rapid slowness change around the fermata notes. This information was also obtained from the nonstandardized FPCA of slowness functions. Looking at the standardized-FPCA, the first principal function is characterized by a deceleration at the end of each period and acceleration at the beginning of the piece. The second one shows a deceleration-acceleration oscillation pattern with a two bars wide.
Cluster analysis
Once principal components are created, a cluster analysis is conducted with the first 8 components from the standardized FPCA. This choice is justified because standardized analysis evidence better individual characteristics. The input matrix has dimension 28×8, where the 28 performances have 8 estimated values of their principal components, so any standard cluster algorithm can be used in this context. A hierarchical algorithm was applied with Ward's minimum variance method using the agnes function from cluster package in the R software. The difference of having functional data from cluster analysis with scalar data lays only on the clusters description. Cluster analysis defines groups of performances that are similar in their main characteristics to other performances in the same group and are different to elements in other groups. A standard graphical output of cluster analysis is a dendrogram, such as that represented in Figure 13 . From the dendrogram we can see that exists three or four clusters. The partition in four clusters obtained a better ratio inertia-inter/inertiatotal, and more meaningful clusters. Classes description are shown in Figure 14 . Cluster 1 is the most close to the global mean performance. Cluster 2 is also close to the mean in the global tempo, but with a homogeneous rhythmic (flatter slowness function). Cluster 3 has a faster global tempo and Cluster 4 has a lower tempo. Class membership is as follows: Class 1: ARG, ARR, CUR, DEM, KRU; Class 2: ASH, HO1, HO2, HO3, KLI, MOI, NOV, SCH; Class 3: BUN, CAP, ESC, KAT, KUB, NEY, ZAK; Class 4: BRE, CO1, CO2, CO3, DAV, GIA, ORT, SHE. The three performances of Horowitz and Cortot are grouped in the same class (Horowitz in class 2, Cortot in Class 4), so despite their three performances are different they share the most relevant characteristics.
A complementary classes description can be done paying attention to the values that principal functions take in the elements in each class. Figure 10 
Conclusions
The FPCA analysis has allowed us to interpret the information on rhythmic diversity in Träumerei performances. Some of the obtained information was obvious (global differences in tempo, for instance), but this kind of analysis also looks for significant information that is not so easily perceived. The ability of FPCA for recovering a priori known information highlight the validity of the novel information provided by the method. All the expected performance characteristics has been found in some principal factors (ritardandos, fermata, phrase structure, etc.). The rhythmic structure of phrase A and its repetition are really similar in all principal components, except for the fourth component in the standardized FPCA. Main performances' rhythmic structures (see for instance fourth principal component in Figure 7 ) follow the regularity of the piece musical form. As an example of non-expected patterns, we mention the fact that the oscillations in the fifth component are shifted half a bar from the global mean.
FDA has been shown to be a useful technique for analysing musical performance data. Among its merits are the following: it considers in a natural way musical events as dynamic processes evolving over time; it allows to combine global and local aspects of musical performances; the involved statistical tools are conceptually as complex as those working with multivariate data. A large variety of musical data (the performance worm of Langner and Goebl 2003, for instance) could benefit from the interaction with FDA methodology.
